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HerSTEM was Launched by Her Excellency,  Mrs
Dolapo Osinbajo,Wife of the Vice President of
the Federal  Republic Nigeria,  on Friday 23rd
April ,2021.

LAUNCHING



Launching by Wife of Nigeria's 
Vice President,  Mrs Dolapo Osinbajo

"The official flag-off of
HerSTEM  was done by
the Wife of the Vice
President of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria, Mrs
Dolapo Osinbajo, of the
classroom where the
lectures took place for
a period of six months,
for women and girls
living with disabilities"
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Aderonke Bello

Executive Director

FAME Foundation

There is a need for more women in STEM fields, as varying perspectives bring

diversity to research. New ideas and intelligence are brought to the table when more

women are involved in the research and studies towards advancements in STEM

field.

There are several STEM initiatives for Women and Girls in Nigeria, but arguably none

specially targeted toward empowering Women and Girls with Disabilities.

HerSTEM is an initiative of FAME Foundation that aims at equipping women and girls

with disabilities, ages 15-30, with hands-on STEM skills and knowledge.  

The first cohort was in partnership with the Switzerland Embassy in Nigeria and the

Ministry of Science, Technology, and Innovation. For 6 months, about 50 beneficiaries

were educated in different STEM courses, such as introduction to basic computer

operations, mathematics, graphics design, animation, programming, and website

design.

Our sincere appreciation to H.E Mrs. Dolapo Osinbajo, Wife of the Vice President, for

her support and belief in us.

Thank you to our funder and supporters. Without your contributions, we could not

have achieved this much. Thank you for believing in and supporting our mission.

Thanks to the volunteers, project team members, tutors, and FAME staff for their

tireless efforts and contributions.

A special thanks to all the beneficiaries. Despite the challenges faced, you showed

your support and relentless zeal to learn. You will always be appreciated.



In commemoration of the International Day of Girls in ICT 2021, FAME

Foundation flagged off HerSTEM Initiative. The project idea was conceived

due to the lack of quality education faced by women and girls with

disabilities, especially in STEM fields.

 

A lot has been achieved since the launch on April 23, 2021. The initiative

held its first-class session on Friday, May 7, 2021, at Raw Materials and

Research Development Council, Maitama, with about 50 beneficiaries in

attendance.

We have also heard from beneficiaries of the project about the positive

impacts it has had on them. In this report, we share what we have learned

and insights from the project implementation for the past year.

HerSTEM report shares what we have achieved, as well as the future. We recommend

that you refer to the HerSTEM page on our official website,

www.famefoundationwg.org if you are interested in the detail behind what the project

is about, what we set out to achieve, as well as the process we made.

ABOUT THIS REPORT
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ABOUT 
HerSTEM



STEM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics. Technology is the

future of work; many young Nigerians are up-skilling in order to be relevant and

employable. Several organizations have also moved from manual and traditional methods

of operation to digital technology. Activities such as data entry and storage, service

delivery, meetings, mailing and messaging, etc., have been replaced by their digital

counterparts. 

Although Nigeria is a developing country and academic and professional institutions have

begun to rise to the task of empowering young people to become ready for the future of

work, there is not enough focus on persons with disabilities, especially women and girls

with disabilities. 

STEM education affords women and girls with disabilities the opportunity to pursue further

education and future employment in these fields, as well as providing them with the skills

to perform daily financial and household tasks, or work in microfinance programs. 

HerSTEM aims to address the issue of lack of access to quality STEM education that

women and girls with disabilities face, by the use of a well-detailed and up-to-standard

curriculum to guide volunteer teachers in equipping project beneficiaries appropriately.

The initiative is set up to harness women and girls with disabilities with STEM skills and

knowledge to compete favorably with their contemporaries, as well as empower them

towards getting better chances of employment, in order to reduce poverty, and improve

their mental and financial well-being. This is in line with Sustainable Development Goals 1,

3, 4, 5, 8, and 10.

ABOUT HerSTEM
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Pictorial  View of Participants and
Tutors during Lectures
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WITH THANKS TO HerSTEM
PARTNERS  
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HerSTEM
in NUMBERS
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 50
BENEFICIARIES

23
CLASSES HELD

6
MENTORSHIP 
SESSIONS

6
COURSES



HerSTEM
in NUMBERS
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2
EDUCATIONAL
TOUR

1
OUTDOOR 
PICNIC



Picnic with Swiss Ambassador at His
Residence
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"The Swiss
Ambassador hosted
HerSTEM Participants
at his residence on 28th
October, 2021, for a
picnic. The
Ambassador gave the
participants an
amazing treat and
encouraged the
participants not to give
up. At the Picnic there
were alot to  eat, drink,
learn, relearn, unlearn
and also the
participants were
introduced to 3D
printings."
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HerSTEM was created to solely empower women and girls living with Disability with ICT

knowledge with focus on creating a gender balance in the ICT world. In this section,

we recap on what we delivered and to whom. To see more detail, please refer to

www.famefoundationwg.org. 

FAME Foundation organized series of weekly classes which held on Fridays of every

week, at the Raw Material and Research Methodology Council. STEM tutors introduced

and taught different STEM courses to participants, every month.

The objective of the activities was to create a meeting space for tutors and the

participants and also provide hands-on learning experience in all the courses. 

Benjamin Dorcas Soluade Azizat Damilola

Aside from the weekly classes, participants were engaged in mentoring and safe space

conversations. This provided an opportunity for beneficiaries to ask and raise STEM

unrelated questions or issues, open up and also engage with their peers.

Issues such as dealing with societal challenges, choosing a career path and building

self-confidence were raised.

HerSTEM participants were also opportune to go on a bi-monthly educational tour to

the National Center for Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. 

There participants were given a tour of the center, introduced to advance STEM

equipment and processes, and also practical experience of coupling and operating

basic robotic materials.

To advocate for more involvement of women and girls  with disability, HerSTEM

initiative produced a five minutes documentary. 

The documentary can be watched by the link below;

http://bit.ly/HerSTEMDocumentary 





CROSS-CUTTING
LEARNING
AND INSIGHTS
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Throughout the planning, implementation and survey of the activities we

delivered, we have discovered some insights which have further affirmed

those we knew. Below are some of the insights we hope will be found

valuable. 

STEM is the Future

It is said that STEM is the future, but for any nation to fully harness the

endless possibilities in STEM, women and girls with or without disabilities

have to be more involved in STEM fields.

Disabilities is not a barrier

Disability is not a barrier to becoming whoever you want to be. The 6-months

HerSTEM training has further proven that women and girls with disabilities

can excel in any field of their choice. It was refreshing seeing the young

women's determinations to acquire knowledge during our class sessions.

Together we achieve more

A nation where women and girls are active contributors in STEM fields is

achievable. There is a need to invest more in STEM fields and reduce the

existing gender gap, if we are to stay competitive as a nation in this era of

constant discovery and technological change.

Maximizing Resources

There is a need for organizations to effectively utilize resources, and also

look out for cost-effective ways to achieve better and more results.

CROSS-CUTTING LEARNING
AND INSIGHTS
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FUTURE ACTIONS
STEM plays an impactful role in our society, especially in the ongoing

world's recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic.

Analysis from our first phase revealed the need to create three stages

of the training for effective results. We also saw a deep desire and

passion for further learning in the participants, hence the creation of

the HerSTEM beginners, intermediate, and advanced course levels in

subsequent phases.

We are also working towards establishing the HerSTEM Innovation Hub;

a disabled-friendly hub dedicated to helping young women and girls,

primary and secondary school students living with disabilities within the

FCT, to learn and develop critical and creative minds, work

collaboratively, communicate their ideas clearly, and find innovative

solutions to problems, in the disciplines of STEM.

We will continue to develop better strategies and creative approaches

to reach out to more women and girls living with disabilities interested

in STEM. 

Finally, we hope this report shares how far we have gone, what we

have achieved in our community, and how we are working towards the

great future ahead of us.



#HerSTEM
#STEMEDUCATION
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      +234 907 500 1404

FAME Foundation

herstem@famefoundationwg.org

https://famefoundationwg.org/herstem/

FAME Foundation

FAME Hub, Suite D7, Halima Plaza, Plot 1496 Balanga Street, Area 11, 

 Garki Abuja.


